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From initial track laying through to mixing, sound design, and mastering Mark Cousins and Russ

Hepworth- Sawyer bring you Logic Pro 9. By Highlighting the relevant parts of each application they

take you through every step of the music creation and production process giving you all the tips,

tutorials and tricks that pros use to create perfect recordings.   The book has full color screen shots

illustrating the tools, functions and the new look of Logic Pro 9, and the companion website has

audio samples and loops.   Logic Pro 9 covers more than just the software it will help you make the

most out of every recording session, and will Illuminate and inspire you creative and sonic

endeavors!
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"One thing that set's this book aside from the many others on offer is the layout. Cousins and

Hepworth-Sawyer have taken a process-driven approach with each section loosely following the

structure and order of the writing, production and mastering of a track.. Its in the closing chapters

that things get especially interesting, with useful details on how to set up Logic's Environment. As a

bonus there's an accompanying website with useful links and nearly 190MB of free loops. Well

laid-out and packing plenty of tips and tricks for beginner and intermediate Logic users. 8 of 10

stars."--MusicTech Magazine "Logic Pro 9 Audio and Music Production is a complete tutorial that

will update existing users of the man new features, additional content (samples) and instruments

now integrated into this program..Â  Essentially a guided tour with many full-color screen shots that



(if you want) hold your hand through learning Logic or teach you new tricks if you're an old

hand."--Music Connection

From initial track laying through to mixing, sound design, and mastering Mark Cousins and Russ

Hepworth- Sawyer bring you Logic Pro 9. By Highlighting the relevant parts of each application they

take you through every step of the music creation and production process giving you all the tips,

tutorials and tricks that pros use to create perfect recordings.  The book has full color screen shots

illustrating the tools, functions and the new look of Logic Pro 9, and the companion website has

audio samples and loops.  Logic Pro 9 covers more than just the software it will help you make the

most out of every recording session, and will Illuminate and inspire you creative and sonic

endeavors!

Logic Pro 9 is a must have if you produce music with Logic Studio. This book shows you everything

there is to know about Logic. It has full color illustrations as examples that are so detailed you would

have to be an idiot not to understand. And it's not just a how-to book. It also explains what you are

doing, and how the application will affect your project. That's a major help when you wanna know

exactly what the piano roll, or hyper editor does to speed up or slow down your workflow. Everything

was thought out with you in mind as a Logic user. This book is like having an expert right there. I

love everything this book has to offer. Before, I just knew the basics of Logic. With this I can really

push the envelop on my projects. I can even get into the mastering process now without being

confused on what I'm actually doing. This book is the ultimate explanation of Logic and all of its

wonderful features. For this price you can't go wrong. Logic Studio is the best music software

program in my opinion and I'm sure many would agree. But what good is it if you don't know how to

use it to its fullest potential? This book will make sure that never happens. This is your Logic bible!

Follow it, and you will be guided to musical bliss! Trust me! I'm there every time I use Logic Studio

now. No joke! Its so much more fun when you know what's up!

If you're looking for a good book to help you learn how to use Logic Pro 9, keep looking! These

authors throw a lot of facts at you, but never actually show you how to do anything. If you have 50

years experience using another program, then maybe you can transfer that knowledge with this

book. Otherwise, it's fairly useless.

This book is good and could have been great if not for the high number of inexcusable typos. Check



out the section on Flex for a tour de forece example of a poorly proofread book. We as consumers

spend good money on books like this and expect that the authors and publishers take the time to

properly proof read them before they are published.

I think I've given this book a fair chance, but I just haven't found it very useful as a learning tool. For

me there are a number of problems with it:a) The book seems to assume quite a bit of domain

knowledge (that you're already familiar with Logic or other similar tools)b) It mostly operates at the

theoretical level, rather than delving down into actual projects and step-by-step descriptions. The

book tells you about the existance of lots of tools and features, without really telling you how to use

them.c) very poor use of diagrams. Although the book is filled with nice looking color diagrams, I've

found that over and over I'll be reading along, it will be talking about something in Logic's interface,

and I'll have to flip through pages forward and backward from where I'm reading to try to find a

relevant picture. In that way it's very poorly organized.I consider the Apple Pro Training series book

to be much more useful for beginners learning Logic. When it describes features it gives you step by

step how to use it, and sample projects you can follow along with.There are also some really good

video training packages out there for Logic, like the one from "Lynda". Use this book only as a last

resort.

Most of us who use DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) programs have a standard program that we've

used for years. On occasion, we face a project which uses another program--one that's unfamiliar.

Typically it's a rush, so we bash our way through, learning just enough to get the job done. That was

my initial experience with Logic. With any program there are many other things that we don't know

about, or that we don't know how to find. Once upon a time, you received a hard-copy manual that

could be browsed. Now, as with many other programs, there's only an online manual. It's not

conducive to browsing, and it can't be dog-eared and marked up. That's where a book like this

comes in.The authors give a pretty good 5000' view of the product, and I've learned about a number

of things in Logic. I'll make some changes in my workflow as a result. As indicated by the title, the

primary focus is audio and music production. As a result, discussions of features like low-level audio

editing are a little cursory. The description of the many built-in synthesizers is very good, and I'm

looking forward to rolling up my sleeves with some of them. After all the synthesis and mixing,

there's an overview of the mysteries of mastering and working with video.I have some general

criticisms, along with a couple of specific complaints. In the discussion of mastering, there are many

suggestions to listen to commercial releases. No mention of jazz, classical, spoken-word, etc. Most



mixers and many mastering engineers absolutely despise the way many commercial releases are

mastered. Following this bad practice is hardly to be recommended. There is also a brief description

of mixing in surround. There is no discussion of the role of bass-management and the appropriate

way to use the LFE channel. First-time surround mixers almost inevitably misunderstand this, and

usually have to do their mixes over. This book could help and it doesn'tMore generally, I think the

organization could be improved. I'd prefer to see a complete description of the framework of a

feature (mixing architecture, for example), followed by extensions such as plugins. It's a little more

mixed-up in this book. But most importantly, I'd like to see a reference section--a menu-by-menu,

feature-by-feature appendix. With a book like this, I can remember seeing a description of

something--but I can't remember where it was. A reference section would be most appreciated.But

all in all it's a helpful book and provides a good view into a very powerful chunk of software.
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